


































































































































































“My Lady Dedlock has returned to her house in town for a few days previous to her
 















































































的に描こうとしても現実とは距離があるのだが（“any novel, however ‘realistic,’involves
 

























bundle of burnt paper’519）があり、この紙束はクルックが前夜にめくっていた手紙の束であ
ると考えられる。
５ ディケンズの小説における幻想性とその利用については、Harry Stoneの研究書Dickens and
 
















Megalosaurus,forty feet long or so,waddling like an elephantine lizard”(13)）も大法官裁
判所の隠喩である (Tracy382)。
11 クルックが「しょっちゅう酔っぱらって」いる（32,505）ことも彼の身体の揮発性と関係があ
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 A Study of Narrative Structure in Bleak House
 




Charles Dickens’novel Bleak House (1852-53) employs an experimental narrative form
 
wherein the novel is alternatively narrated by two different people(the first-person narration
 
of Esther Summerson and the‘omniscient’narrator). Yet,the novel also presents a range of
 
contemporary topicalities of the mid-Victorian period. While the International Exhibition
(1851)in Hyde Park,London,boasted of Britain’s industrial development and represented a
 
high point of material wealth, the problems of public sanitation and poverty remained,
overlooked in the dilapidated areas of the city. In Bleak House,the character Krook,the old
 
master of the rag-and-bottle shop,plays an important role in satirising the inactive government.
Krook tends to be treated as a peripheral character,only remembered by his uncanny death,
which is attributed to spontaneous combustion. This paper seeks to examine his influence
 
throughout the novel in relation to questions of social class as well as the judiciary system.
Krook’s dwelling in a London slum has a connection with the past of the main characters,
Lady Dedlock, Captain Hawdon-turned-Nemo, and their illegitimate child Esther. While
 
Krook’s house works as a nodal point of their lives,supporting the novel’s mystery plot,it also
 
raises the issue of social strata. Although Lady Dedlock’s eventual fall from the upper-class
 
society is often seen as a tragic catastrophe in terms of the narrative plot,I suggest that such
 
an ending could be read as a successful rebellion against the aristocratic class and its
 
accompanying institution,the Court of Chancery,if it is considered through her relationship
 
with the character Krook,who,through the cat motif,functions as her double. The sketch of
 
the Court of Chancery,which has been criticized as being exaggerated,enables the novel to
 
function as a watchdog on the workings of the national political system,not exclusively the
 
legal institution,through the perspective of the lower classes.
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